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Genre Film Proposals 

1.) Historical/Comedy/Fairy-Tale-esque 
A medieval baker and butcher set out to sabotage each other’s lives at a village wedding. 

Set in an imaginary medieval European village, two village inhabitants, a butcher and a 
baker despise each other but find themselves thrown together as they vie for the favor of a local 
nobleman at his daughter’s wedding.  Both want a way in to the royal family: The baker longs to 
be a world class pastry chef to the King; the butcher wishes to be a dressmaker for the royal 
family.  They see the wealthy nobleman and his connections to the royal court as their key to 
success.  However, these two mercilessly ambitious dreamers have a THROWDOWN medieval 
style and chaos ensues. 

The film will draw from the tradition of fairy tales or folk stories involving peasant life 
where often characters are defined by their roles in society: ie the baker, the butcher, the 
blacksmith, the cobbler.  Characters follow very simple story arcs (ie a character is poor and 
wants to be rich), but this film will hopefully incorporate more dimension to the simple 
archetypes. I envision the film without dialogue and allowing the antics of the characters tell the 
story. 

 Style: A storybook style drawing from classic illustrations or medieval paintings of 
peasant life.  

 Artists to Reference: Bruegel, Bosch, Edmund Dulac, Vermeer, classic fairy-tale 
illustrators 

 Characters: villagers slightly grotesque, caricatured.     

 Techniques: 2D, experiment with mixed media, scanned illustrations, collage-like 

 This film would appeal to all ages, especially those with dark sense of humor 
 

2.) Futuristic/Thriller/Mystery/FilmNoir 

In futuristic urban America, two assassins known as the Baker and the Butcher are on the hunt to 
eliminate the other.   

 In futuristic 2080s-ish, an alternative urban America functions like a medieval village 
where identities are still defined by occupational roles such as the butcher/baker/blacksmith etc.  
The Butcher and the Baker are two deadly characters ordered to kill the other by a faceless 
authority.  We also juxtapose their lives together on screen showing how they lead double lives.  
Buctcher/Baker by day, KILLER by night.  Throughout the film flashbacks of their previous 



history are seen illuminating their connection since childhood.  In the film, they never meet up 
face to face until the climax involving a shocking reveal… 

 In the tradition of film noir, emphasis will be placed on light and shadow and dramatic 
compositions.  I envision the film to be without dialogue and allowing the visuals and human 
drama to tell the story.   

 Style: America 1930s-40s.  Somehow combine medieval costume+40s fashion??  Very 
abstract, graphic style, with cut-out influence.  Emphasis on silhouette.  High contrast, 
dark colors –Gotham City.  Modern film noir/comic book style like Sin City?  Very 
stylized/abstract approach to depicting violence. 

 Artists to Reference: Tadahiro Uesugi (but without the bright colors), Frank Miller 

 Techniques: 2D computer, many stills 

 This film will target a more adult audience. 


